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1. (a) Prove thal, a topological space (X,7) is compact if and only if
€very coliection of closed subsets of X with the finite intersection
property has a non-cmpty interseciion. 140 marks]

(b) Prove thai every compact topologicol space has the
Bolzano-Weierstrass prcperty, that is every infinite subset of the

[20 marks]

(c) Prove the following:

i. Any continuous image of a compact space is compact.

[20 marks]

ii. Any closed subspace of a compact space is compact.

120 marksl

spare has a Iimjb poinb.

z. (a)

(b)

(")

(d)

Prove that ary compact subset of a Hausdorfi spare is closed.

{25 marksl

Let f a.nd g be continuous functions of a topotogical space (X,7)
into a Hausdorll space (Y, V). Prove tha.t the set {? € X : /(o) =
9(c)) is a closed subset of X. [30 marks]

Let (X,7) be a HausdorF space and let / be a continuous function
of X into ihself. Prove that the set of frxed points under f is a
closed set.

[30 marks]

Let 1l be a compact subset of a Hausdorfi spare X and suppose
that p i6 a point in the complement of K. Show that there are
disjoint open sets U and y withp€ V and K cIt. [1b ma"rks]



, 3. (a) Let @ be an equivalence class of paljhs with initial point l' and
terminal point y. Show that

6r,a:a and a.€,:cy,

where €* is ihe equivalence class of the constant paths of 1 into *.

[30 mar\'l

(b) IfX 1s a path-connected space, then prove thai the groups r(X, c)
anrl, r(X,y) are isomorphic lor any pair of points r, g € X.

[30 marks]

(c) Prove that the image of a path-connected space under a continuous

[20 marks]

(d) Let {X : i € 1i be a collcclion of path-connected subsets ofaspace
X. ll )rYt + O, then show Lhat Y : rlr4 is path-connccied.

120 marksl

4. (a) Prove that a space X is simply connected if and only if there is a
unique homotopy class of paths connecting any two points in X.

[30 marlrs]

(b) lrrovc that ?r(X x y) js isomorphic to n(X) x r(Y\ if X and y
dre path connected. [40 marks]

(c) If a space X rctracts onto a subspace A, then show that the ho-
momorphism i,: r(A,q)-r(X,a6) induced by the inclusion
i : A-X is injective. If ,4 is d deformation retract of X, then
show that i* is an isomorphism. [10 marks]

(d) Show that the map B7, : ,r(X, u ) *'r(X, r0) delined by B1,[/] :
[h././r] is an isomorphism. [20 marks]

5. (a) If X is a simple point space, then prove l,hat Ho(X) = Z, and
H,,(X) = 0 for n > o. [20 marks]

(b) lf X is a non-empiy path-connectcd sperce, then prove that
Ho(X) ? Z. Iao naxksl

map is path-conoected.

(c) Prove the following:

i. Af#: h+A,
ii. aa:O,

[10 marksl

130 marksl



where A is the boundary operator from S*(X
S"(X) being the set of singular n-chains in X,j
from S"(X) to ,9,(I) for a continuous map

6. (a) Let (i,p) be a covering space of X, to €
Prove IhaL lor any tarh /: / -X wirh initial)
exists a utique path g : 1-** with initia.l point ii6 such that
P.S: f. {20 marksl

(b) Let (,t, p) be a covering space of X and leh 90, ei : I*f 5" 0.16"
in X which have the sa.rne initjal point. If p.go - p.91, then show
that t0 - 9r. Also show ihai 96 and 91 have the same terminal
point.

140 marksl
(c) Let ("E, p1) and (Vz, pz) be covering spaces of X and let d be a

homomorphism of the orst covering space into the second. Then
show I hat (Xr. @) is a covcring.pac" ol Xl. 40 marlsl
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